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Introduction 
Let lRd denote (affine) d-dimensional space, and Zd the standard set of lattice 
points (all coordinates are integers). An integral polytope (or lattice polytope) is a 
convex polytope all of whose vertices (also known as extreme points) lie in Zd. All 
integral polytopes occurring here will be compact. Translation by an element of Zd, 
or application of an element of GL(d, 27) (the group of dx d matrices with integer 
entries having determinant f 1) implements a transformation of Zd to itself, and 
the group they generate, AGL(d,Z) =Zd x .GL(d,Z) (with the obvious action of 
GL(d, Z) on Zd) is a group of transformations that act on integral polytopes. 
In the monograph [4], an AGL(d, Z)-invariant for integral polytopes was intro- 
duced and developed. The primary theme of this article is that this invariant is 
surprisingly effective as an AGL(d,Z)-invariant, at least for what are known as 
‘indecomposable’ polytopes. Before describing the invariant, we first ensure that a 
certain non-degeneracy occurs. For the integral polytope KC Rd, consider the set 
of lattice points that it contains, KflZd. Form the set of differences KnZd- 
KnZd= {a-bla,bE KflZd}. Similarly, KnZd+KnZd=2(KflZd) willdenotethe 
set of sums (of pairs of elements). If the (abelian) group generated by KnZd- 
KnZd is the standard copy of Zd inside Rd, then K is projectively faithful. (This 
definition arose from a property of representations of tori on AF C *-algebras, from 
which came much of the original motivation for these questions-see [l] for more 
details in this regard.) If K is not projectively faithful, it can be made so by re- 
stricting the affine space to the span of K, and restricting the lattice to that generated 
by Kfl Zd - KflZd. A (real) polytope is indecomposable if whenever K= K, + K2, 
where the Kj are real polytopes, then one or the other of them must be of the form 
AK+ z for some real number 2. and point z of IRd. 
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The invariant obtained in [4] for the integral polytope K is a real, partially ordered 
commutative algebra denoted R,. We are mainly concerned with the effectiveness 
of R, as an AGL(d,Z)-invariant; that is, if K and K’ are integral polytopes with 
RK= R,,, how closely related are K and K’? This was addressed briefly in [4]. We 
show here that when the polytopes are indecomposable, the invariant is very 
effective, despite the fact that examples in [4] seemed to indicate otherwise. We also 
exhibit examples of integral polytopes (in dimensions 5 and up) with very strange 
properties-for example, projectively faithful KC IR6 such that 2(Kn Z6) = 2Kfl Z6 
(so every lattice point occurring in 2K is a sum of two lattice points in K) but 
3(KflZ6) #3KnZ6 (not every lattice point occurring in 3K is a sum of three lattice 
points in K)-which are related to the order-theoretic and random walk questions 
that originally motivated the invariant; see [4]. 
We can now recall the definition of R,. We shall denote by R[xj”], the Laurent 
polynomial ring in the variables {xi 1 i = 1,2, . . . , d} , and x’” = x:(l) .xTc2). . . . .xy@) 
will be the usual monomial notation. The set of Laurent polynomials with no 
negative coefficients will be denoted ‘R[x;’ ‘I+ . For f = C d,xw in R[x,’ ‘I, define 
Log f = (w E Zd \A w # 0} . We shall be citing many results from [l] and [4], often in 
combination. These will be labelled Theorem A, B, C, etc., while the rest will be 
labelled numerically. 
If K is projectively faithful, set P= C A wxw in R[x,’ ‘1, with w varying over 
KnZd and some choice of positive real numbers 13,. Define (as in [4]) the algebra 
RP as the real algebra generated by {x”/P 1 w E Kn Zd}, with the positive cone, Rp' , 
generated additively and multiplicatively by the same set of rational functions. 
Theorem A. [l , pp. 6-71 The algebra R, and its positive cone Rp’ may also be 
described via 
and 
Rp= { f/P”1 Log f c_ Log P”, for some positive integer n}, 
Rp’ = (f/P” E R, ) there exists an integer m such that Pmf E F?[xi* ‘1’ }. 
We are going to invert a certain multiplicative set of positive elements in R, in 
order to obtain the invariant (for K, up to affine equivalence). By Theorem A, every 
element of RP can be considered as a function on (R”)’ + = (r= (ri) E Rd \r,>O}, 
since the denominators (powers of P) vanish nowhere on this set. Moreover, it also 
follows from Theorem A that all such functions are bounded (above and below) on 
the set. Let U(R,) (or simply U) denote the set of elements in R, that are bounded 
below (away from zero) as functions on (lRd)’ ‘. Ob viously U is multiplicatively 
closed, so we can define R, to be Rp[U- ‘1. This will be seen to agree with the 
definition given in [4, 1.11, following our discussion of order units and states. There 
is also a natural partial ordering on R,, which will be discussed at the same time. 
One cannot hope that isomorphism of the algebras RK and RK, will imply 
AGL(d, Z)-equivalence of the polytopes K and K’, because of the following result: 
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Theorem B. 14, III.71 Let d’ be a positive integer, and let K be an integralpolytope 
in Rd. If d’> d, then RdjK =RdK. 
Thus, although dK, (d + l)K, (d + 2)K, etc. are clearly not AGL(d, Z)-equivalent 
(consider their d-dimensional volumes!), the invariant cannot distinguish them. In 
fact, a recent result of B. Reznick allows us to replace ‘d’ by ‘d- 1’ (private com- 
munication). An additional obstruction to the effectiveness of the invariant is given 
in the example [4, Ex. VIII.19]: There, K is the unit square in IR2, and K’ is a 
certain trapezium, and isomorphism (even as ordered algebras) of the invariants 
occurs. In this example, K’ is not even AGL(d, IR)-equivalent to K. On the other 
hand, for the invariant known as combinatorial type (the lattice of faces of K), it 
is true that isomorphism of the algebras implies combinatorial equivalence (since the 
prime ideals that are order ideals form a partially ordered set that is anti-isomorphic 
to the lattice of faces of K by [l, pp. 73-761 and [4, 11.71). 
Some evidence demonstrating the effectiveness of the invariant was also given in 
[4]. The standard d-simplex is the convex hull of the set consisting of 0 and the 
standard basis vectors in Zd. Note that with respect to AGL(d, Z), not all simplices 
are equivalent, even when we augment the equivalence relation to incorporate mul- 
tiples of K by permitting K to be equivalent to mK. An integral polytope K is inte- 
grally simple [4, p. 301 if for every vertex u of K if the cone in Bd generated by 
KnZd-u is simplicial (in other words, K looks like a standard d-simplex around 
each vertex). 
Theorem C. [4, VI. 1, VIII. 151 If K is an integrally simple polytope, then R, is 
factorial. If K is additionally indecomposable, then K is AGL(d, Z)-equivalent o an 
integer multiple of the standard d-simplex. 
The second statement gives as much information as we can expect from R,, not 
only because of Theorem B, but because integral simplicity implies RK= R2,= 
RjK= ... . If Ki, i= 1,2, . . . are the triangles with vertices { (0, 0), (l,O), (0, i)}, then it 
was shown in [4, p. 791 that the corresponding algebras, RK,, are mutually non- 
isomorphic. In this instance, it is trivial to distinguish the AGL(2,Z)-equivalence 
classes, as the areas of the triangles are mutually distinct. 
If we restrict to the case that K be indecomposable, we shall find that R, is 
amazingly effective as an invariant, in spite of the difficulties mentioned above. 
First, if K and K’ are indecomposable and R, is merely ring isomorphic to R,,, 
then K and K’ are as equivalent as they can possibly be after taking Theorem B into 
account; that is, there exist integers m and n so that mK and nK’ are AGL(d,Z)- 
equivalent. More is sometimes true in the three-dimensional situation. 
An integral polytope K is locally solid [4, p. 291 if for every vertex o, equality 
holds for the two local lattice cones, 
,‘;i U(K-W-@)= kvz (WK-W-Q‘?. 
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It satisfies the formally stronger property, solidity, if for all integers k, 
kKnzd=k(Knzd). 
Note that both properties deal with the question of whether or not a lattice point 
in a multiple of (a translate of) K can be expressed as a sum of lattice points from K. 
Theorem D. [4, 111.2, 111.8A] Let K be a projectively faithful integral polytope. 
Then R, is integrally closed in its field of fractions if and only if K is locally solid, 
and this entails R, = R,,= R,,= I’. . 
In the three-dimensional situation, if K is not locally solid, then we even obtain 
(Corollary 5) that K and K’ are AGL(3,Z)-equivalent! Failure of local solidity is 
generic when the dimension, d, exceeds 2. The investigation of the higher dimen- 
sional variant of this phenomenon leads to both the class of examples in Section 3, 
and the results dealing with fine structure in Section 2; in this case, this refers to 
the possible differences between RtK and RISK for distinct integers t and t’. 
It follows from the definitions that if t and t’ are positive integers and t < t’, then 
R,C RrcK. In Section 2, we show that if RtK# RtrK, then the two rings are not even 
isomorphic; equality can only occur if the lattice polytopes generate the same local 
lattice cone at each vertex (this will be explained below). Similar results on the 
fine structure of R, are also discussed. In Section 3, we present some interesting 
examples. For instance, there are indecomposable (and projectively faithful) lattice 
polytopes K of dimension 6 or more such that e(Kr7Zd) = eKnZd for e< (d- 1)/2, 
but with strict inequality holding for all larger values of e. 
A partially ordered (abelian) group G is unperforated if whenever g is an element 
of G and n is a positive integer such that ng is positive in G, then g itself is positive. 
All the partially ordered groups appearing in this article will be unperforated (as 
they are usually ordered real vector spaces). 
An order unit [4, p. 61 of a partially ordered (abelian) group is an element u of 
the positive cone such that for all elements g in the group, there exists a positive 
integer n such that - nu_cglnu. The partially ordered rings that occur in this 
paper, RP and R,, always admit the constant polynomial 1 as an order unit. A 
(normalized) state of a partially ordered group is a positive group homomorphism 
with values in IR, sending a specified order unit to 1. If additionally, the state cannot 
be represented as a non-trivial convex linear combination of distinct states, then it 
is called extremal or pure. The algebras R, and RK admit a large family of pure 
states, as follows. Let (Rd)+ + denote the set {r=(ri)EIRdIri>O, for llild}. 
Since the denominators of all the functions in R, have no negative coefficients, we 
may evaluate the functions at points of (fRd)+ . For each r in (lRd)’ +, define the 
point evaluation (at r), yr : R,+ IR via y,(a) = a(r). These algebra homomorphisms 
(for both R, and RK) are pure states (normalized at 1). 
The set of states of a partially ordered abelian group with order unit (G, u), called 
the state space of (G, u), admits the structure of a compact convex set (the topology 
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is that of pointwise convergence, often called the weak topology). The set of pure 
states is a subset, not generally closed. We shall usually denote the pure state space, 
d,S(G, u). In our situation, the pure states of a partially ordered ring having 1 as 
its order unit are precisely the states that are ring homomorphisms. So in this case, 
the set of pure states is a closed, hence compact, subset of the state space. In par- 
ticular, this applies to the situation that G be R, or R,. The relative topology on 
the point evaluations { yr 1 r E (F?)’ ’ } amounts to the usual topology the set would 
inherit from (I@)’ +. 
Theorem E. [ 1, I. l] Let (G, u) be an unperforated partially ordered abelian group 
with order unit. Suppose that g is an element of G such that for all (pure) states 
y of (G, u), y(g)>O. Then g is positive in G. 
Theorem F. [4, I.21 Let R be a partially ordered ring admitting 1 as an order unit. 
Then a state of R is pure if it is multiplicative (i.e., a ring homomorphism to IF?). 
Theorem G. [I, 0 31 The collection of point evaluation states, (yrlr~ (IRd>’ + }, is 
(weakly) dense in the pure state spaces of both R, and Rk. 
It follows from Theorems E, F, and G, that the set U described earlier consists 
of positive elements, and in fact consists of order units; it is equally apparent that 
any order unit of R, belongs to U, so that the multiplicatively closed set U is pre- 
cisely the set of order units. 
We can say more about the pure state spaces of R, and Rk. In [4, p. 411, the 
map from the pure state space of R, to the convex hull of Log P, K, was defined 
as follows, for P= C A,xW: 
A, : d,S(R,, l)+K, 
If we restrict to the point evaluation states and identify them with (Rd)“, we 
obtain a map to the interior of K, which is seen to be a special case of the Legendre 
transformation. The restriction is also the generic example of the weighted moment 
map of algebraic geometry [5, p. 94, Remark], so that AP is a compactification of 
both of these maps. The same formula permits A, to be defined as a map from the 
pure state space of R,. 
Theorem H. [4, IV.11 If K= cvx Log P (in IRd) has dimension d, then A, is a 
homeomorphism of the pure state space of R, and the pure state space of R, to K. 
The set of point evaluations maps homeomorphically onto the interior of K, and 
all other pure states of R, or Rk have a nonzero positive element in their kernel. 
Via this map, we may identify the point evaluation states, the points of (lRd)’ +, 
and the interior of K. 
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In the construction of R, from RP (for a specific choice of P-by [4, 1.11, RK is 
independent of the choice of l,,,‘s), we inverted what turns out to be the set of 
order units of Rp, and so obtained R,. There is a natural partial ordering on RK, 
arising from the fact that RK can be written as the direct limit, over the set of all 
u in U (repeated infinitely often), of the R,-module maps Rp-+R, given by multi- 
plication by U. The corresponding partial ordering would yield that au- ’ ERG (for 
a in R, and u an order unit of RP) if there exists an order unit u of R, such that 
avERj!. This would make the ordering very difficult to describe if there were no 
other way of expressing it. Fortunately, it turns out that if au E Rp’, then a itself is 
already positive within R,. This is a consequence of the following result con- 
cerning multiplication of polynomials; it can also be interpreted as a random walk 
problem on the lattice Zd. Another way to express it is as Rp’ = R& fl Rp. 
Theorem J. [4, II. l] Let P and Q be Laurent polynomials with real but no negative 
coefficients in the variables x1, . . . , xd , and let f be a Laurent polynomial with real 
coefficients. Suppose that cvx Log P = cvx Log Q and Log Q c Log P. If there exists 
an integer n such that Q”f has no negative coefficients, then there exists an integer 
N such that PNf has no negative coefficients. 
As in [4], d,K denotes the set of vertices of K. 
1. Effectiveness 
Here we prove that if K and K’ are projectively faithful indecomposable integral 
polytopes and RKz R,‘, then there exist positive integers m and n such that mK 
and nK’ are AGL(d,Z)-equivalent. In some cases (such as Corollary 5 and results 
in later sections), more information can be obtained. 
An order ideal of a partially ordered (abelian) group G is a subgroup I with the 
properties that with the ordering determined by I+ = G+ f)I, I is directed, and 
whenever 0 5 g I h, with g in G and h in I, then g belongs to I. The following corrects 
a minor typographical error in [4, V.11. In the original, “... either z or --z is an 
order unit of R . . .” was written for “... either z or - z is an order unit of I.. .“. (The 
proof is correct.) 
Theorem K. [4, V.I] Let R be either R, or R,. Let I be an order ideal of R such 
that I= zR for some element z in R (that is, I is a principal ideal). Then either z or 
-z is an order unit of I. If for some element u in R, y = uz is an order unit for I, 
then either u or -u is an order unit of R. 
We require some more results from [4]. 
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Theorem L. [4, VIII.61 Let f, andf2 be elements of IR[x,“]. Then 
cvx Log (j-J-2) = cvx Logft + cvx Log& 
Theorem M. [4, p. 711 Let L, V, and V’ be compact convexpolytopes in IRd. If 
L+ V=L+ V’, then V= V’. 
Theorem N. [l, V.4(a)] Let f be an element of lR[xj’ ‘I, and let P be an element of 
lR[xi”]+. Suppose that there exists an integer k such that d, cvx Log Pk c Log f C 
Log Pk, and that there exists an integer N such that PNf has no negative coeffi- 
cients. Then f/Pk is an order unit of R,. 
If K is indecomposable, we may translate it so that a vertex is at the origin; then 
we define an integer e equalling the greatest common divisor of all the coordinates 
of all of the vertices of K. Then R (the reducedform of K-[4, p. 711) is the integral 
polytope (l/e)K. (If K is not indecomposable, this does not appear to be the appro- 
priate definition in this context-consider the rectangle, [0,2] x [0,6].) 
Lemma 1. Let K be an integral polytope embedded in IRd that is projectively faith- 
ful and locally solid. Suppose that the origin of Ed, 0, is a vertex of K. Let e be 
the integer such that K= eK. Define the Laurent polynomials, P= C xw, w varying 
over KnZd, and P= C xw, w varying over KOZd. Then we have: 
(a) R,= 
L 
~.u~a~lK[xi”], Logacnl?, u is a unit of R, 
1 
. 
(b) If z belongs to Rk and I = zR, is an order ideal, then one of f z belongs to 
RG and there exist w in Zd and k in N such that both of the following hold: 
W 
zR,= 5. R,, 
Pk 
wEkK. 
Proof. (a) (c) Since R,[U-‘]=R,, it suffices to show that if Log a c Log P’ for 
some t, then a/P’ can be written in the form described on the right. Write K=eK, 
and consider Log a~ tel?, so that 
a a P” 
-=I’ - 
( > P’ pte P 
and P’/P is an order unit of R,, hence a unit of R,. 
(2 ) As a/p” belongs to the integral closure of R,, hence to the integral closure 
of R,, and the latter is integrally closed, we deduce that it lies therein, and (a) is 
proved. 
(b) By Theorem K, one of fz is an order unit for I; thus without loss of 
generality, we may take z to be in Ri . As the positive cone is generated additively 
by elements of the form (x”/Pk). (order unit), there exists w in n Log P for some 
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n such that x”/P”INz for some positive integer N. As xw/P” = (x~/F”~). u (u an 
order unit), we deduce that x”‘/~“~INz (for another integer N’). By convexity of 
the order ideal, there exists r in RK with xW/pne=z.r. Write (as we may, by part 
(a)), r=(a/p”‘>.u’, and z=(f/Fj).u” (with LogaCmZ? and Logfcjx). Hence 
xw a f _ = -.-.a 
P -ne pm pj ’ 
Write u = Q/Q’ where cvx Log Q = cvx Log Q’= bR, and multiply this expression by 
P -ne + mj . Q’; we see that Q’x”P” ‘j - afF”‘Q. Now take the convex hulls of the Log 
sets; this yields (using Theorem L), 
(b + m +j)I? + w = cvx Log a + cvx Logf+ (ne + b)I?. 
As I? is indecomposable, we must have that cvx Logf is of the form SK+ o where 
SI m + j- ne. From cvx Log f c_ jI?, we also deduce that SK+ v c jJ?; thus ssj, and 
by cancellation (Theorem M), v belongs to (j - s)J?. Hence x’/pj-’ belongs to R, . 
Now consider the element u. =fx-” /p”; this is non-negative. As cvx Log fx-“= 
cvx Log p” = SK, we obtain from (a) and Theorem N that u. is an order unit of R,. 
Thus 
f P” xv 
z(a~~)-‘a,‘= -_.- - _. 
PJ fx-” p/-S’ 
as the U’S are units in R,, we deduce that zR,= (~“/~j~~) .R,. 0 
Preparatory to the main result of this section (Corollary 4), is the same result in 
the integrally closed case. We require the fact that ring isomorphisms very often turn 
out to be order isomorphisms, at least in the case that K be locally solid and inde- 
composable. The corresponding result (to Theorem P) is not known to hold if the 
local solidity condition is dropped. 
Theorem P. [4, VIII. 121 Let K, and K2 be indecomposable real polytopes with one 
of them locally solid. Then any ring isomorphism between R,, and RK2 is an order 
isomorphism. 
Theorem 2. Let K and K’ be projectively faithful indecomposable integralpolytopes 
such that RKr is integrally closed. If R,zRR,# (as rings), then there exists @ in 
AGL(d, Z) such that OR= I?. 
Proof. By Theorems P and D, the isomorphism is also an order-isomorphism; call 
it @. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the origin 0 belongs to KnK’. 
Also, K=eI? and K’=e’I?. Let v be any vertex of K. Then the element s=x’/p 
satisfies the hypotheses (and therefore the conclusions) of [4, VIII.1 11, and thus so 
does Q(s) =s’ (just observe that @ induces a face-preserving homeomorphism 
between the pure state spaces). Hence s’ is an associate to x”‘/p’ for some v’ be- 
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longing to d,l?‘. We can also obtain this from (b) of Lemma 1: As s/R,, is an order 
ideal, s’ is associated to an element of the form x”‘/@‘)~ with w in M?. If w belongs 
to d,kZ?, we deduce that w = kw, for some w,, in d,l?, so that x”‘/(F’)~ = (x”‘~/~‘)~; 
irreducibility of s’ forces k= 1. On the other hand, if w does not belong to d,kR, 
(ii) of [4, VIII. 1 l] fails (for all choices of vertices of R’ or K’). Thus s’ is associated 
to x”‘/p’, with u’ belonging to d$. In particular, @ : u-o’ describes a map 
d,I&d,I?. 
By subtracting the image of u = 0 from R, we may assume that 0 is sent to 0. 
Under this condition, we now show how to extend @ to an element of GL(d, Z) with 
all the desired properties. 
Define @k : kxnZd+Zd as follows. Select w in kxnZd; by (b), there exist k’ in 
h\l and a unique w’ in Zd such that w’ belongs to k’I?fIZd and @(x”/pk) is an 
associate of xW’/pk’. We wish to define @k(W) = w’, but before doing so, must prove 
that k= k’. To this end, we may write w’= C ~iku;, where ui runs over d,I?‘, and 
Ai are non-negative real numbers adding to one. As in [4, 5 III], we may addition- 
ally assume that each pi is rational. Hence there exists a positive integer N such 
that each NAi is also an integer. From NW’ = 1 k(N13i)Ui, we deduce 
The image under @ of the left side is an associate of x~‘~N/(~‘)~‘~, and that of the 
right side, of x~~/(~‘)~~, where w”= C @(Ui)kAi. The ratio is automatically a unit 
of R,,; this is 
X 
WI- w’N 
P>N(k-k’)’ 
As both this and its reciprocal are supposed to belong to R,, they must be 
bounded as functions on (Rd)’ +. It follows that w”= NW’, and k= k’. Now we 
define @k(W) = w’. Subject to the constraint that w lies in kkfl Zd, this is indepen- 
dent of the choice of k. To see this, we observe that because 0 belongs to J?, 
@(xW/P+ 1) = @(l/P). @(X”/P). 
Since @(l/p) is associated to l/P’ (as 0 is sent to 0), we deduce that @k(W)= 
@k+ i(w). Thus we can define @ : U (klfnZd)+Zd. 
Next, we check that @ is additive on the semigroup U (kxfl Z”). If w and wr 
are lattice points belonging to kl? and k,R respectively, then w + wr belongs to 
(k+ k,)Z?r--@. So @(x”/pk). c#I(x”~/~~~) = c#I(x~+~I/~~+~~) and additivity of @ 
follows immediately. As K is projectively faithful and contains 0, we see that 
Kfl Zd generates Zd as an abelian group; thus @ is an additive map on a semigroup 
generating Zd. As @ takes values in Zd, it extends uniquely to a homomorphism 
Zd+Zd. If we apply the process of constructing a ‘@’ out of c,-’ (instead of @), we 
obtain another group homomorphism, @’ : Zd+Zd, and it is readily verified that 
@’ and @ are mutual inverses. Thus @ belongs to GL(d,Z). 
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Finally, we had observed initially that @(C&J?) c d,K’, so that G(R) c_ R’. Ap- 
plying @‘, we deduce the reverse inclusions, so Q(R) =J?. 0 
Theorem Q. [4, II.61 Every (real) algebra homomorphism R,-+C is apure state; in 
particular, every maximal ideal is real. If s in R, vanishes at no algebra homo- 
morphism, then one of f s is an order unit of R,. 
Let Rp and RK denote the integral closure of RP and R, in their field of fractions. 
The former admits a relatively simple description. 
Theorem R. [4, 111.4, III.71 Suppose P belongs to IR[xj”] +, and P is projectively 
faithful. Then the integral closure of RP in its field of fractions IR(x;) is given by 
R,= $ IfeIR[xi”] and LogfCncvxLogP 
1 
and this is the same as 
some integer N, for all r=(ri) in (IRd)++ . 
1 
Now we extend Theorem 2 to include all (projectively faithful) indecomposable 
integral polytopes, not just those that are locally solid. We require yet another 
definition. An element, t, of R, is virtually positive if for all real E>O, E. 1 + t is 
an order unit; equivalently (Theorem B): For all pure states y of R,, y(t)zO. We 
observe that by Theorem Q, every multiplicative homomorphism from R, to R is 
a pure state. So an element t of R, is virtually positive if and only if y(t)?0 for 
all multiplicative homomorphisms y : R K-+IR. We adapt this to obtain the defi- 
nition for virtual positivity in R,,: 
The element a of R, is virtually positive if there is a virtually positive 
nonzero element t of R, such that the product at belongs to R,, and 
is virtually positive as an element thereof. 
Suppose that a belongs to i?, and t and t’ are virtually positive elements of R,. 
If at and at’ belong to R, and the former is virtually positive, then att’ is virtually 
positive (qua an element of RK), and thus so is at’. 
Theorem 3. Let K and K’ be projectively faithful integral polytopes in IRd, and let 
@ : R,+R,! be an isomorphism of rings. Then 0 extends to an isomorphism of 
rings 4 : R,-+’ R,#. 
Proof. Define 
X, = { y : RK+ R 1 y is a ring homomorphism, 
r(a)>0 for all virtually positive (Y in RK}. 
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We note that under the natural map Max Spec R,+Max Spec RK (obtained from 
the inclusion of R, in its integral closure), the image of X, is all of the latter: Just 
observe that X, is weakly closed and thus compact; point evaluations extend to 
RK, and the set of them is dense in the pure state space of RK by Theorem G. 
For w in cvx Log Pdr)Zd, set (Y w = xW/Pd. By Theorem R, ow belongs to R, and, 
as in its proof, there exists an integer N so that at belongs to RK. On evaluating 
at any y in X,, we obtain that ~(a,)~? 0. Now write w = u - LI with u and u in 
Log Pk for some k (that this is possible follows from the projective faithfulness of 
K). As w + u = U, it follows that 
xw x0 U l4 1 
pd pk-p:+k=$*p’ 
We have assumed that 0 belongs to Log Pd, so a, is itself virtually positive. 
Hence y(a,)~O, and thus ~(a,) is uniquely determined by the values of y on R,. 
From Theorems R and B, i?, is generated as an R,-module by the set of such a,,,‘~. 
The restriction map XK-+Max Spec R, is thus one to one, and by continuity and 
compactness is a homeomorphism. The pure states of R, and of RdK coincide (and 
are precisely the multiplicative real-valued homomorphisms by Theorem Q). We see 
that X, may be identified with the restrictions of the pure states of R,, to RK. 
Any isomorphism R,E RK, (as rings) extends to an isomorphism of their integral 
closures, li,zR,,. Since X, is defined without reference to the ordering (as the 
pure states on RK are precisely the real-valued multiplicative homomorphisms, by 
Theorem F), we deduce that this latter isomorphism induces a homeomorphism 
x,-x,, . 
Next define 
UK={c!ERK/Y(o)>O for all y in XK}; 
again we note that this definition does not depend on the ordering of R,. Since 
RdK > R, and u& 2 OK, it follows that R,[(oK)-i] = RdK. Now X,, is sent homeo- 
morphically to X,, as a consequence UK is sent onto UK,, and thus R,[(oK)- ‘1 E 
t7K,[(oK))1] as rings. Hence RdK=RdK, (as rings). 0 
Corollary 4. Let K and K’ be projectively faithfur indecomposable integral poly- 
lopes, and suppose that R, is isomorphic to R,, as rings. Then there exist integers 
m and n such that mK is AGL(d,ZI)-equivalent o nK’. 
Proof. By the preceding, R,=R,,. By Theorem 2 and the fact that dK and dK’ 
are always solid (Theorem B), the conclusion follows. 0 
The condition obtained in the conclusion of Corollary 4 (and equivalently, in 
Theorem 2) is quite strong-the ratio m/n is determined by the volumes of K’ and 
K. It is considerably stronger than AGL(d, Q))-equivalence. 
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Corollary 5. Let K and K’ be projectively faithful indecomposable integralpolytopes 
of dimension 3. Suppose that RK is isomorphic to R,( as rings, and additionally R, 
is not integrally closed (alternately, K is not locally solid). Then K and K’ are 
AGL(3,Z)-equivalent. 
Proof. We have that the reduced forms of K and K’ are AGL(3,Z)-equivalent; write 
K= eI? and K’= e’I?. By [2, Corollary, p. I.521 (or the result of B. Reznick, as cited 
earlier), if e> 1, then K is automatically solid. Hence e= 1; as R,, is also not inte- 
grally closed (being ring isomorphic to RK), e’= 1 as well, and thus K and K’ are 
their own reduced forms, hence are AGL(3,Z)-equivalent. 0 
The obvious attempt to generalize Corollary 5 to higher dimensions fails, as the 
results of the next section and the examples in the following section show. The 
argument would be to write K = eZ?, K’= e’I?, and try to deduce that e = e’; we may 
also assume that K=K’. Suppose that e’<e. Then the postulated isomorphism 
@ : RK-‘R,, extends to an automorphism of RdK, which restricts on R,= R, to a 
proper endomorphism, with range R,,K= R,,. All the algebras involved are noet- 
herian, and are obtained by inverting multiplicative sets in finitely generated 
algebras. Moreover, R, and RdK are obtained by adjoining certain integral elements 
to R,, and then inverting the multiplicatively closed set; this guarantees that the 
real-valued homomorphisms are precisely the restrictions of those from RdK. So it 
would be plausible that e’=e actually occurs. However, it fails. The phenomenon 
that 2K1l Zd = 2(Kfl Zd) and dKfl Zd# d(Kfl Zd) for certain projectively faithful 
integral polytopes, is an obstruction. 
In [2, VIII.121 (Theorem P), it was shown that if K is an indecomposable locally 
solid polytope, then any ring automorphism is automatically an order-auto- 
morphism. It would be desirable to obtain the same conclusion with ‘locally solid’ 
replaced by the innocuous ‘projectively faithful’. Certainly, the extension to an 
automorphism of RdK obtained in Theorem 2 is an order-automorphism thereon. 
Unfortunately, it is not true that RG = R,fI R&, as we shall see. 
2. Fine structure of RK for indecomposable K 
Here we address some of the questions suggested in the closing remarks to the 
introduction. Let t < t’ be positive integers and suppose that K is an integral polytope 
such that tK is projectively faithful. We show that if RrK#RrzK, then the inclusion 
R&C R&fl RtK is strict, and this has an interpretation in terms of the random walk 
problems discussed in [4]. Moreover, if @(RtCK) c RIK (where @ is an automorphism 
of R,,), then in fact RIK= RIfK. It follows for example, that if for some integer s 
(which necessarily must be strictly less than d), the algebras R,, RzK, . . . . R, are 
mutually unequal, then an automorphism of any one of them extends or restricts 
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uniquely to an automorphism of all the others. This seems to be the appropriate 
generalization of Corollary 5. 
From the definitions, R,C R,,; by Theorem R, their integral closures are 
finitely generated (as modules over them). As tK is projectively faithful, the in- 
clusion is an essential extension. The rings RfK and RtCK therefore have the same 
integral closure (although the latter need not be of the form R,, for any integral 
polytope K’). Suppose that @I is a one to one ring endomorphism of the larger ring 
(R,,), with the smaller one contained in its image (that is, RtKc @(RrIK)). Then it 
is easy to show that in fact @ is an automorphism, as follows. 
Let A be any commutative noetherian domain with integral closure 2, such that 
the latter is finitely generated as an A-module. Let @ be a ring endomorphism of 
A, such that the integral closure of @(A) is again A. Then @(A) =A. To prove this, 
observe that Qi extends uniquely to an automorphism, @, of the field of fractions 
of A (since the fields of fractions of A and @(A) are equal in this case), and it is 
immediate from the hypotheses that @(A) =A. Set &=A, and Ai= @-t(Ai_ t). 
We observe that A,cA, c ... cAjc ... CA is an increasing sequence of A-sub- 
modules of the finitely generated module A. Hence there exists an integerj such that 
A,=/$+,. Applying a suitable power of @ to this, we deduce that @(A) =A. 
Set A = RfrK. We observe that this is a localization (at a multiplicatively closed 
set) of a finitely generated algebra of the form R,, and the integral closure of R, 
is finitely generated over it (as a module) by Theorem R. Thus, A is finitely 
generated as an A-module. Since tK is projectively faithful, it also follows as in the 
argument two paragraphs up that the integral closure of R, is the same as that of 
R f,K. This verifies the hypotheses of the previous paragraph, so @ is an auto- 
morphism. In particular, if RrtK is ring isomorphic to RtK, then actual equality 
holds. 
Suppose that for every vertex of K, the additive subsemigroups of Zd generated 
by (tK- to)nZd and by (t’K- t’o)fI@ are equal. If this is the case, we say that tK 
and t’K are locally equal. In other words, if for every vertex of K, the lattice cones 
generated by tK and t’K (after translating so that the appropriate multiple of the 
vertex is subtracted from each one) are equal. We can now show that if tK and t’K 
are locally equal, then RtK= RtrK. 
By Theorems G and H, all maximal ideals of any Rr are determined by real 
homomorphisms, and in the situation here, they are determined by K’; in particular, 
the restriction map is a bijection between the sets of maximal ideals of RfK and 
R t’~. As in [4, p. 281, define a semigroup W(K) (which depends on a vertex of K) 
by subtracting a vertex from K, and letting the resulting set of lattice points generate 
a semigroup within Zd. The semigroup W(K) is just the local additive subsemi- 
group described in the previous paragraph. As a special case of [4, III. 11, we have: 
Theorem S. [4, III. l] Every localization of RK at a prime ideal is also a localization 
(at a multiplicatively closed set) of the monomial algebra LP[ W(K)] for some choice 
of vertex of K. 
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Since the semigroups are hypothesized to be equal, we have that RtK and RrfK 
agree at every localization at maximal ideals, hence must be equal. 
Suppose that tK and t’K (with t < t’) are not locally equal. Then we shall show 
that not only is the inclusion RtKc R,sK strict, but so is the inclusion R&C R&fl 
R fK3 . this has an interpretation in terms of the random walk problems discussed 
in [4]. 
There exists a vertex of K, which we may assume to be 0, for which the respective 
cones in Z’, U m {m(tKn Zd)> C U m {m(t’Kn Zd)j are unequal. Since both lattice 
cones are finitely generated, it follows easily that there exists e in t’KilZd, that is 
not in tKnZd, but is an atom in the cone generated by former. Obviously e cannot 
be a vertex of PK. Set S’= t’KflZd and S= tKnZd; define P= CwEsxw and 
P’= CWES’XW. 
Recall from [2] the definition of dominant stratum: In this particular case, {e> 
is a dominant stratum of S’ with respect to the (relative) face F= (0) of Log P if 
whenever it belongs to n(tKfl Zd) + w for some integer n and w in Zd unequal to e, 
then w does not belong to S’. We shall show that with respect to the (relative) face 
F= (0) of Log P, the set consisting of the atom obtained in the previous paragraph, 
{e}, is a dominant stratum of S’. Suppose w does belong to S’. We may write 
e= CJ=, kj+ W, with kj in tKfl7’. NOW, n(tKnZd)CU,(m(t’Kn~d)) and w also 
belongs to the latter. From the atomicity of e, we deduce that either all the kj are 
0 (a contradiction) or e = kj, contradicting the fact that e@ S. Thus {e> is a domi- 
nant stratum of S’ with respect to the face F= (0) of Log P. 
Now define the polynomial f= C w E s,, (el xw - xe. Obviously, Logf= S’= Log P’, 
so that f/P’ is an element of Rt’K. As a function on (17Zd)’ ‘, f is strictly positive- 
this follows by induction on the dimension of the face containing e, and the 
arithmetic-geometric inequality. 
Moreover, since e is either in the interior of t’K or the relative interior of one of 
its faces, and is the only monomial in f with negative coefficient, the criterion of 
Theorem N applies; thus f/P‘ is an order unit of RtcK. Hence f/P’ is strictly 
positive at all of the pure states of the latter. Via the Legendre transform, the pure 
states of R, and RrrK may be identified (they are the evaluations at points of 
(iRd)’ + together with their weak limit points). If f/P’ belonged to R,, it would 
have to be an order unit therein, as it is strictly positive at all of the pure states. Thus 
there would exist an integer N so that PNf would have no negative coefficients. 
However, according to [3, Theorem A or B], the subpolynomial obtained by re- 
stricting to any dominant stratum (which amounts in this case, to -xe) must be 
positive as a function; this is a contradiction. Hence f/P’ belongs to RrcK but not 
to RIK. 
We can also construct an element in R&(7 RtK, that is not in R&. Since tK is 
projectively faithful, there exist u in Zd and an integer A4 such that U+ S’C 
M(tKnZd). Thus (x”f)/PM belongs to RrK, but is not in its positive cone, since 
PNf has a negative coefficient for all N. However, because f/P’ is an order unit of 
R ffK, there exists an integer N so that (PoNf has no negative coefficients. Thus 
(x”f)/PM lies in the positive cone of RtcK. We have proved: 
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Theorem 6. Suppose that K is an integral polytope and t< t’ are positive integers 
such that tK is projectively faithful, and in addition, tK and t’K are not locally 
equal. Then 
R&RI’K and R&f R&n R,,. 0 
More generally, we have the following result, which is really a corollary to the 
proof: 
. . 
Proposhon I. If R,,= RtfK, then R& = R&. 
Proof. Select s in R,, such that as an element of RItK, it is positive. We may write 
s =g/P”, where Log g c Log P” and there exists an integer N for which (P’)Ng has 
no negative coefficients. Set s’= (Pf)N’/PNr’. If t< t’, (s’)~ 1 belongs to R,, . As the 
vertices of Ntt’K have coefficient 1 in both numerator and denominator, we see that 
(s’)) I is an order unit (again applying Theorem N), so that s’ belongs to RrfK and 
thus to RtK. However, s’s has no negative coefficients in its numerator; it therefore 
belongs to R&. By Theorem J, s belongs to R&. If instead, t> t’, then Theorem J 
applies directly to show that P”g has no negative coefficients, so that s belongs 
to RtfK. 0 
This has another interpretation. For Q in “[xi’ ’ I+, define: 
@7(Q)={gER[xi”]lthere exists n such that QngER[xi”]+}. 
Proposition 8. If Log P= tKrl Zd and Log P’= t’Kfl Zd for K an integral polytope 
such that t < t’ and tK is projectively faithful, then F?(P) = ‘@Z(P’) if and only if 
RrK= R,,. 
Proof. If RrK=RtfK, then the previous result asserts that R&= R,?,. Select g in 
g(P’). There exist w in Zd and an integer m such that w+ Log g c m(t’KnZ?) (as 
t’K is projectively faithful). Thus x”g/(P’)* lies in RlfK, so also in R&. Hence there 
exists an integer N such that PNx”g has no negative coefficients, and thus g 
belongs to E?(P). By Theorem J, g(P) c E?(P’). 
Conversely, we have seen previously that if RtK#RtrK, then tK and t’K are not 
locally equal. Thus there exists (by Theorem 6) g/P”’ in R,&nR,, but not in RI>. 
It follows that the numerator g belongs to g(P’) but not to E?(P). 0 
As a specific example, let us consider the construction of Hochster and Stanley, 
given in 14, 111.31. They found the integral polytope K with vertices {O,(l, l,O), 
(l,O, l), (0, 1, l), (2,1, O)}. It is projectively faithful, but not locally solid-for 
example, e = (1, I, 1) belongs to 2K but not to n(KnZ3) for any integer n. It is easy 
to check that e is an atom in the lattice cone generated by 2Kfl Z3 (arising from the 
vertex 0). If we set 
P= c xw and P’= c xw, 
werCnz3 wc2KflL3 
then @P’) strictly contains g(P), even though P2 is very similar to P’. Specifi- 
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tally, we may take f = P’- 2xe, and this will be made positive by a power of P’, but 
not by any power of P. It is helpful to think of e as a ‘hole’ that suddenly appears 
in 2(KnZ3), and is never filled in higher multiples. Multiplication by powers of 
polynomials corresponds to a translation-invariant time-independent random walk 
on a lattice (in this case, Z3). Making certain polynomials positive can be inter- 
preted as a limit-ratio theorem. 
Returning to the results in the first section, we see that if @ : RtrK+R, is an 
isomorphism (of rings), then (provided tK is projectively faithful) we must have that 
RIK = R,, . So the two polytopes, t’K and tK, are locally equal. Hence the only 
obstruction to Corollary 5 breaking down in higher dimensions consists of the 
possibility that for example, K and 2K are locally equal but not locally solid (notice 
that ‘locally solid’ means locally equal to dK, in view of Theorem D). Examples of 
such polytopes are constructed in dimension 6 and higher in the next section-in 
fact, they even satisfy 2(KflZd) =2KflZd, a stronger property than local equality. 
On the other hand, suppose that K,2K, . . . . aK are mutually locally unequal and 
(a+ l)K is locally solid, and K and another integral polytope K’ are projectively 
faithful. Then in the presence of indecomposability, R,ER,, implies K’ is 
AGL(d,Z)-equivalent to K, as in the argument in Corollary 5. 
It would be extremely useful to characterize all the automorphisms of R,. There 
was a conjecture made in [4, p. 781 on which no progress has been made (and which 
is still consistent with the results of this article). If Y in AGL(d, Z) sends K to itself, 
then obviously it induces an automorphism of R,. More generally, any auto- 
morphism of RK will induce a homeomorphism from K to itself (via, for example, 
the Legendre transformation-see Theorem H). If K is indecomposable, then in fact 
the automorphism will induce an element of AGL(d,Z), as follows from the argu- 
ments in Theorems 2 and 3. (If K is not indecomposable, this is not generally the 
case-consider the trapezium of [4, VII1.191.) Consider the automorphisms whose 
corresponding self-homeomorphisms leave the vertices of K fixed. What are they? 
One source was found in [4, p. 781. 
Let r belong to (lRd)’ + . Define the automorphism of the function field lR(xi) 
determined by r, xi++r,X,. It is immediate that this induces an (order-)auto- 
morphism of R,, and the automorphism induces a relatively simple self-homeo- 
morphism of K (its effect on (md)++ is translation by r; then the Legendre 
transformation can be applied) which leaves all the vertices fixed. Are there any 
other automorphisms (that leave the vertices fixed)? If d = 1, the answer is no. In 
this case, the argument is completely routine, because the automorphisms of F?(x) 
(one variable) are fractional linear. 
3. Examples 
We construct a number of interesting examples of (indecomposable) integral 
polytopes in various dimensions. A building block is an integral polytope that 
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cannot be written as a proper union of integral polytopes; it is necessarily a simplex. 
The first class of examples (governed by Theorem 9 below) consist of building 
blocks, Kk, with the property that (for example) 
2Kkf-@=2(KkfUd), 3KkfUd=3(Kkf-Ud), 
all the way up to 
eKknzd=e(KknZd) 
where e is the integer part of d/2, yet 
hKknZd#h(KknZd) for all integers h>d/2. 
(This requires that d exceed 4.) The next set of examples consist of projectively 
faithful indecomposable integral polytopes, Lk, with the same property (except 
that d> 5 is necessary). 
Fix an integer d, and let k = (k(l), . . . , k(d- 1)) in Zd-‘. Setf= #{ilk(i) is odd}. 
Define the following vectors in Zd: 
and 
ue=o, u1=(1,0 )...) O), uz=(O,l,..., 0) )..., 
t+j_1=(0,0 )...) O,l,O), &=(O )...) O,l), 
u=ok=(k(l) ,..., k(d-1),2). 
Set Kk=cvx{u0,u,,u2 ,..., ud_ 1, ok} (notice that od is missing). Obviously Kk is a 
simplex, with d-dimensional volume exactly twice that of the standard simplex. The 
index of an integral polytope K is the quotient group of the standard copy of Zd 
factored by the subgroup generated by KnZd- KnZd; if the quotient group is 
cyclic, the index will also mean the cardinality of the (finite) quotient group. An 
integral polytope is projectively faithful if and only if the index is one. Since 0 
belongs to K k, it follows that KknZd and KknZd- KknZd generate the same 
subgroup of Zd; the index of Kk is thus 2. 
Theorem 9. If e<+(f + l), the index of eKk is 2. Furthermore: 
(i) If e<+(f+ l), eKknZd=e(KknZd). 
(ii) If er+(f+ l), eKknzd#e(KknZd), and eKk is projectively faithful. 
Proof. (i) We first observe that the map Zd*Zd given by (zi, z2, . . . . zd)H 
(zl -a&, z2-a2zd9 . . . . z& 1 -ad_ lzd, zd) (for integers al, . . . . a& i) is an element of 
GL(d, Z). By applying a map of this sort and then rearranging the entries, we may 
assume that Kk is of the form cvx{u0,u,,u2 ,..., ud_i,u’} where u’=(l,l,..., 1; 
0 , . . . ,O, 2), and f ones appear; if f = d - 1, no zeroes will appear. 
Now write w= ~15i5dP1aioi+au’~Zd, where a and all the ojzi)s are non- 
negative and C oi+ ale. It is sufficient to show that oi and a all belong to Z. If 
any of them are at least as large as 1, we can proceed by induction on e (since the 
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assertion is trivially true when e= 1). Thus we may assume that they are all strictly 
less than one. For jsf, consider the jth coefficient of w; this yields that aj+a is 
an integer, so must belong to (0, l}. If a = 0, then w belongs to e times the standard 
d- l-simplex, and it is immediate that the remaining coefficients must all be 
integers. Hence we must have that a#O, and so aj= 1 -a. By examining the d- 
coefficient of w, we deduce that 2a is an integer. Hence a is a multiple of +, and 
thus so is aj. We then have that both a and oj are at least 3, and thus 
f f-t1 
el C Ctj+cX=- 
j=l 2 ’ 
a contradiction. 
That the index of eKk is 2 now follows from this result and the fact that the 
index of Kk is 2. 
(ii) With the notation and conventions of part (i), observe that if we set aj = a = + 
(for 1 sjsf), and the other aj’s (if any) to zero, then w=(l, 1, . . . . 1; O,O, . . . . 0,l)~ 
eKk(7Ld, and we see instantly that {u,, u2, . . . . ud_ 1, w} is a basis for Zd. As 0 
belongs to eKk, the latter is projectively faithful. Obviously w$n(Kkf7zd) for all 
integers n, as the last entry of w is odd. 0 
Now set 
Lk=CVX{U0,u1,U2 )..., Ud_,,Ud,Uk}=cvx{KkU{Ud}}. 
Since 0 belongs to Lk and it contains a Zd-basis, it is projectively faithful. For 
special choices of the d- I-tuple k, we shall see that the same conclusions, (i) and 
(ii) hold for L k. Given f 5 d - 1, there will be a suitable choice of k for which the 
result applies, at least if d? 6. In the course of the argument, we use Caratheodory’s 
theorem; this avoids having to show that if w is in eKnZd, and is expressed as a 
non-negative combination of the u, and uk, then the coefficients must be integers 
(this is indeed not true). 
Theorem 10. For the d- l-tuple k, consider the following properties: 
(a) k(i)E{ *I, +2}; 
(b) Cf:/k(i)+l~{-tl,f2); 
(c) k(i) = - 2 for some i. 
If (a) and (b) hold, then 
eLknzd=e(Lkr)TTd) for e<+(f+ 1). 
Zf (a), (b), and (c) ho/d, then 
eLknzdfe(Lknzd) for ez+(f+ 1). 
Proof. Assume to begin with that (a) and (b) hold. Write w = C, ~ i__d CtiU; + au E Zd 
where (Y and the ai are non-negative and C ai + a 5 e; we are writing u in place of 
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nk. As before, if any of the coefficients are at least as large as 1, we can proceed 
by induction on e, and thus we may assume that the are all strictly less than 1. By 
Caratheodory’s theorem, each point in a polytope can be written as a convex combi- 
nation of d+ 1 vertices. The vertices of Lk must belong to {ujli=O, 1, . . ..d}U{o} 
as Lk is the convex hull of this set. Hence we reduce to one of the following 
situations: 
(1) For some i with 1 <is& 1, (Yi=O. 
(2) (Yd = 0. 
(3) C ai + a = e (this corresponds to w not requiring a contribution from 0). 
Ad (1). Set Ki=cvx{uo, 01, ~2, .. . . u& r, nd, ok}, where Vi has been deleted from the 
set in braces. We observe that 
U=2Vd+ C k(j)Uj+k(i)Ui. 
j#i 
Assume at this point that for all i, I(k(i)l E { 1,2}. Then Ki is affinely homeomorphic 
(that is, the homeomorphism is implemented by an element of AGL(d,Z)) to 
$=cvx{ug,ur,u2 )..., u&t,@(l) ,..., k(i-1),2,k(i+l) )...) k(d-l),k(i))}, 
by means of the element of GL(d, Z) obtained from interchanging nd with Vi. 
If I&i)1 = 1, then K,! is AGL(d, Z)-equivalent to the standard d-simplex, so e&n 
Zd=e(K/nZd) for alf e. If Ik(i)l=2, then K,’ is of the form Kk’, with k’ being the 
same as k, except that k(i) has been replaced by 2. Then Theorem 9 applies, with 
the new f’ being the same as f. We thus have that eKiflZd= e(Kin.Zd), at least for 
e<+(f+ 1). Hence WE eKinZd and e<+(f+ 1) jointly imply that WE e(KinZd) c 
e(LknZd). 
Ad (2). If (xd=O, then wEe~cvx{vo,ul,v2,...,ud_,,uk}=eKk; by the earlier 
theorem, eKkf7Zd=e(KkfIiZd)~e(LkflZd). Provided that e<+(f+ l), we are 
done here. 
Ad (3). Setg=I+ Crsj<d_i k(j); by (b), this is one of + 1 or f 2. Now translate 
L k by - ud (and correspondingly subtract cud from eL k). Now we note that 
w-evd=a(u-ud)f i;d ai(Vi-Vd)f(-Ud)(e- c ai-a). 
Recalling that e = C ai+ a, we deduce that W- cud belongs to e cvx{O, Vi- Vd, 
V-Vd}. However, b-ud= Ci+d k(i)(Vj-Vd)+(-g)(-Ud). We See that CVX{Vi-Vd, 
V-V&=&l,..., d} is affinely homeomorphic to cvx { 0, vi, (k(l), . . . , k(d - l), -8) 1 
i#d}. If g is + 1, this is (up to AGL(d, Z)) the standard simplex, while if g is one 
of f 2, we can apply the results of Theorem 9 (the sign of the last coordinate does 
not affect the proof given there). 
We check that when k satisfies all the constraints, and e is an integer greater than 
or equal to +(f+ l), then eLkfILd#e(LknZd). For j= 1,2, . . ..d. define 
ajj= 
+ if k(j) exists and is odd, 
0 if either j= d or k(j) is even, 
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and define a=+. Set 
1 +k(1) 1 +/c(2) 
W=C ajVj+ffV= ~ ~ 
i 
l+k(f) k(f+l) 
~ ~ 
2 ’ 2 ‘...’ 2 ’ 2 
, -**, 
1 
1 
(after reordering so that k(i) is odd for 1 sirf)-note that the sum is over 
j= 1,2 , . . . , d, not just jl d - 1. Obviously C oj + a = +(f+ l), SO that w belongs to 
eLkflLd. It remains to show that it does not belong e(L kfl Zd). 
The dth coefficient of v is 2 and that of all the other Vj’s is 1 or 0. It follows 
that if w belongs to e(LknZd), then it belongs to e times the standard simplex, 
cvx { ui (0 I is d}, since no contribution from v can occur. If any of the entries in 
w were negative, w could not belong to a multiple of the standard simplex. Since 
at least one of the k(i) is -2, we are done. 0 
So we insist that k(i) = - 2 for some i. For each dr 6, there are many of choices 
for k to satisfy all the constraints imposed in the preceding, at least for many choices 
off. For example, in the most interesting case, f = d - 1 where d is even, we take 
(- 2,1, - 1, 1, 1, - 1, 1, - 1, 1, . ..) as our selection of k. 
If d is odd, there are no selections for k that will work if f = d- 1; however, if 
f=d-2,wemaytakektobe(-2,1,1,1, -l,l, -l,... )or(2, -l,l, -l,l,..., -1). 
Since the result is only interesting if +(f+ 1) > 2, we must insist that f 2 4 and dr 6. 
Whether or not examples of integral polytopes with these properties exist in dimen- 
sion 5 or less is unknown; it appears unlikely that there could be one of dimension 4. 
With d = 6 and f = 4, we obtain (for suitable K) an example wherein R,= R,,# 
RjK = RhK, and R, is not integrally closed. Hence the precise analogue of the result 
in Corollary 5 fails. 
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